
SHAMPOO
101
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Learn about what
shampoos is, why you

need to shampoo, how to
select the best shampoo

for you, and how to
shampoo?



WHAT IS SHAMPOO?

#HairOnPurpose

Shampoo is a liquid
hair care product

used to cleanse the
hair and scalp

This is not an endorsement of the shampoo product. 



WHY DO WE NEED TO SHAMPOO?

#HairOnPurpose

Your hair produces a
natural oil called sebum,

and shampoo is an
emulsifier that captures

and traps excess oil, dirt,
and product residue,

which you then rinse out
to cleanse the hair and

scalp.



HOW TO SELECT THE BEST 
 SHAMPOO FOR YOU?

#HairOnPurpose

Selecting the a shampoo product is
one of your most important hair care

maintenance selections. 

Use this 5 question system you should
ask yourself when choosing:

 1) Does it target your specific hair
needs?

 No need in getting an anti-breakage shampoo if you are not experiencing
breakage and truly need a moisturizing shampoo. So make sure you are

getting a shampoo for your specific needs. 

2) What are the ingredients? Any
personal red flags?

One of the most critical learnings of selecting shampoo ( or any product
really) is the ingredients. Some companies are really good are using lots of
long, scientific words to camouflage the harmful stuff in their products.  Be

diligent in your research for the best products for you. 

3) Does the product have
instructions?

This may seem like a no brainer, but believe it or not, some brands do not
have instructions for how to use their products. Do you have to leave the

shampoo on for a certain period of time before rinsing out? Do you have to do
3 washes with lukewarm water for the product to be most effective?

4)Does it fit in your budget?
Some shampoos lean heavy on the luxury side and may cost upwards of $28-

$30 per bottle, which for some 
( i.e. us at HairOnPurpose..lol) is out of the price range. Your shampoo will

need to be something you can purchase consistently for your hair care
needs, so be sure it falls within your price range. 

5) Does the product smell
pleasant?

Ever shampoo your hair and are unimpressed by the smell of it? Your hair will
take the scent of your products used and it's important that you hair

maintenance is a smell you can tolerate. It doesn't and shouldn't smell like
perfume and artificial smells, but should have a pleasant smell. 



HOW TO SHAMPOO YOUR HAIR?

#HairOnPurpose

Shampooing your own hair seems
easy enough but there are some key
things that you should do to ensure
that you are washing AND rinsing

properly. 

Step 1: Mise en place- is a french culinary term that means " everything in place"  
Be sure that you have all the items you need for shampooing your hair. Here is
what we recommend to have on stand by.

A shower or stable source of water
shampoo & conditioner

detangler clips 
microfiber towels 

Step 2: Section your hair into 4 equal parts
(to de bone outside of shower) 

Step 3: While in shower wet the entire head, unclip one of the back sections and
pour a quarter size amount of shampoo into your dominant hand. 



Step 4: Apply the product to the SCALP. Natural oil accumulation and product build up surfaces on the
scalp, so focusing the product on the scalp helps to really cleanse the scalp and hair.

Step 5: Using your finger tips ( not your finger nails) begin to move your fingers in small circular
motions firstly to the left for 5 to 10 seconds                 and then to the right.                  and then finally
up and down vertically  

Step 6: Repeat this washing technique 2 more times in that section of hair. 

Step 7: After the washing technique, rinse the section thoroughly. 

Step 8: When done rinsing throughly, take your detangling brush and begin to gently detangle the wet
hair from the tips to the root.

Step 9: When done detangling twist the freshly washed hair  like so

Step 10: Repeat this shampoo steps with the remaining 3 sections

HOW TO SHAMPOO YOUR HAIR?
Shampooing your own hair seems

easy enough but there are some key
things that you should do to ensure
that you are washing AND rinsing

properly. 

#HairOnPurpose To more about how to to condition your hair, click the 
" Learn to Condition" section!


